VISITOR MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Lobby Operations and Guard Intelligence Exchange

IMPROVING SECURITY THROUGH INNOVATION
How many visitors will come to your facility today? What if you could easily, accurately, and within
a moment’s notice know who has been, is currently, or will visit? Hunt Engineering Systems offers a
line of visitor management solutions that provide this security enhancing capability to modernize
the visitor check-in process.
LOGIX.vms is a customizable web-based visitor and credential management system that helps
protect people, assets, and buildings. LOGIX.vms helps protect commercial enterprises from
vandalism, theft, corporate espionage, and terrorism. Policies regarding visitor approval can
vary based on visit location, visitor citizenship, and purpose of visit. Whether it is a simple visitor
request or requires a more thorough authorization process, LOGIX.vms can meet and grow with
your company’s needs. This process can be customized to include vetting through terrorist watch
lists and local barment rosters. The LOGIX system tracks visitor data from initial visit request through
approval, issuance, collection, and destruction. Your visitor data becomes an active asset by giving
administrators access to queries and custom reports.
Provide protection for your people, assets, and buildings by using LOGIX.vms. It is the most stable and
reliable visitor and credential management system on the market. Hunt Engineering Systems has
been trusted by the US Government and military to provide visitor management solutions for over
a decade. The same quality of systems are now available for corporate security with LOGIX.vms.

IMPROVING SECURITY //

- Complete history of all visitors
- Control access of visitors, contractors, and employees
- Global connectivity to all other locations
- Real time information
- Increased productivity: decreased workload on security staff
- Accuracy and ease for data entry via scanners

INNOVATIONS

//

- Fully configurable to your growing enterprise needs
- Extendable: connects to other external systems
- Customizable: fits your enterprise security process and regulations
- Scalable: expandable to an unlimited number of users and
credential types

- Highly stable and reliable web-based system

PERIPHERALS //

- Handheld Device: creates a portable collection of visitor data
- Document Authenticators: detects fraudulent ID’s
- Barcode Scanners: expedite visitor check-in and more accurate
data collection

- Automated Badging Kiosks: self check-in and reduced
wait times

- License Plate Recognition (LPR) and Under Vehicle Inspection
System (UVIS): increased effectiveness of vehicle inspections

- Fingerprint Readers: biometrically identify visitors
- Signature Pads: collect and digitize signature images
Hunt Engineering Systems, Inc. (HES) is committed to improving security through innovations by providing
commercial enterprises with visitor and credential management systems. The hallmark of HES is its ability to integrate
multiple components from multiple vendors into a single seamless solution. HES continues to focus on research and
development to provide our customers with the best products and solutions to maintain a stronger security solution.
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